It is an undeniable fact that the modern life has become enormously complex. The increasing competition in almost every field of life, the constant pressure of achievement, the growing unemployment rate and myriad other complexities of urban life are taking their toll of the young and sensitive minds.

The student community is probably the most important victim of these complexities. The growing academic pressure, added to the various stresses of the outside world is putting these sensitive minds under severe strain. Problem behaviour of various sorts is increasing in number amongst the members of the student community.

This workshop is designed to enable a teacher to identify students' problems in their initial stages and provide primary support to students in need.

Since the workshop follows participatory methods, attendance of each participant from 10.30 am to 5.30 pm each day is mandatory.

Applications are invited on plain paper duly forwarded by the head of the institution indicating Name, Designation, Institution, Residential & Mailing address (postal & e-mail) Phone & Fax no.

No Registration fee is needed. TA and DA will be given as per UGC norms.